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Morphology of PIePEO block copolymers for lithium batteries
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Abstract

Polyimide (PI)epolyethylene oxide (PEO) block copolymers have a wide variety of applications in microelectronics, since PIePEO films
exhibit a high degree of thermal and chemical stability. The polymers consist of short, rigid rod T-shaped PI segments, alternating with flexible,
PEO coil segments. The highly incompatible PI rods and PEO coils should phase-separate, especially in the presence of lithium ions used as
electrolytes for lithium polymer batteries. The rigid rod phase provides a high degree of dimensional stability. In this paper, we provide evidence
by DSC that the self-assembled ordered structure of the PIePEO molecules is formed from concentrated solution rather than the bulk state.
Tapping mode AFM and X-ray diffraction are applied to observe the nanodomains in the phase separation of the PI and PEO before and after
doping with lithium ions. In addition, we report evidence of the ion transport primary mechanism, in the amorphous phase of the lithium salt-
doped PIePEO block copolymers’ multinuclear NMR linewidth, spin-lattice relaxation time, and pulsed field gradient diffusion measurements.
� 2006 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

Rod-coil molecules are a novel type of block copolymer
with unique microstructure due to their ability to self-assemble
to various ordered morphologies on a nanometer length scale
[1]. These molecules, comprised of two homopolymers joined
end to end, microphase separate into ordered, periodic arrays
of spheres and cylinders in the bulk state and/or solution [2,3].
Recent applications of block copolymers include use as solid
polymer electrolytes for lithium batteries. After Wright’s dis-
covery of ionic conductivity in alkali metal salt complexes of
poly(ethylene oxide) [4], these polymers were proposed as
electrolytes for batteries by Armand et al. [5] since they combine
the advantages of solid-state electrochemistry with the ease of
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processing inherent to plastic materials. The poly(ethylene
oxide) structure is the basis for many electrolytes currently
under study because of its ability to solvate lithium ions. How-
ever, long chains of poly(ethylene oxide) tend to crystallize
and slow ion mobility at temperatures below about 80 �C, unless
the crystalline units are aligned [6]. Various approaches to
prevent this crystallization are currently under study [7], includ-
ing plasticizers [8], hyperbranched polymers [9], and the use
of nanoparticle additives [10]. One of the more intriguing
approaches involves the use of copolymers that phase-separate
into nanodomains. For example, Soo et al. [11] have demon-
strated this concept with a system in which one of the domains
is a poly(methyl methacrylate) with ethylene oxide side chains
and the other is a siloxane. Though both domains consist of poly-
mers that are well above their glass transition temperature (Tg) at
room temperature, the interface imparts solid behavior upon
films fabricated from the blocks and room temperature ionic
conductivities are quite high. Molecular dynamic simulations
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suggest that the lithium ions are complexed with PEO through
approximately five ether oxygens of a PEO chain.

Okamoto et al. have reported block copolymers consisting
of rod-coil structures [12,13]. The short, rigid rod segment and
flexible, polyalkylene oxide coil segment are phase-separated
into two major domains, which increase the selectivity for
CO2/N2 gas separation. They have found that the linear
polyimide rods show the best gas separation properties due
to the phase separation.

Recently, Meador and coworkers have reported a similar
class of branched polyimides (PI)epolyethylene oxide (PEO)
polymers and examined their behavior as possible electrolytes
for lithium polymer batteries [14,15]. Whereas the coil phase
allows conduction of lithium ions better at room temperature
than high molecular weight PEO, the more rigid polyimide
rod phase with a very high Tg, provides improved physical
properties over other phase-separated polymer electrolytes.

In this paper, we give a detailed study of the morphologies
of the branched PIePEO films. The self-assembled ordered
structure of the PIePEO molecules, consisting of short, rigid
rod T-shaped PI segments, alternating with flexible, PEO
coil segments is formed from concentrated solution. Morphol-
ogy of the phase separation is monitored by small angle X-ray
scattering (SAXS) and Atomic Force Microscopy (AFM).
Direct evidence of the ion transport primary mechanism along
the amorphous phase of the lithium salt-doped PIePEO block
copolymers shown is provided by 7Li and 19F NMR relaxation
and transport measurements.

2. Experimental

A fully branched PIePEO with a formulated molecular
weight of 60 000, n¼ 10.72 g/mol as shown in Scheme 1
was prepared as previously described with and without lithium
doping at a Li:O z 0.05 (the molar ratio of lithium salt over
oxygen of ethylene oxide units) [15]. The ionic conductivity of
the lithium containing polymer has been previously reported
as 2.45� 10�5 S/cm at room temperature [15]. The samples
were stored in vacuum before characterization and analysis.

Differential scanning calorimetry (DSC, PerkineElmer
PYRIS Diamond) experiments were carried out to study the
isothermal crystallization and melting behaviors of un-doped
PIePEO. The DSC instrument was calibrated with p-nitro-
toluene, naphthalene, and indium standards. Isothermal crystal-
lization was conducted by quenching the samples from 120 �C
to the preset Tc. The fully crystallized samples were then
heated to 80 �C at a rate of 5 �C/min. The endothermic peak
temperature was taken as the melting temperature (Tm).

A Rigaku 18-kW rotating-anode generator (Cu K) equipped
with an image plate and a hot stage was used to obtain high-
quality fiber patterns after 30 min to 1 h of exposure times.
The diffraction 2q positions and widths observed on the pow-
der and fiber patterns were calibrated with silicon crystals with
known 2q diffractions and crystallite sizes when 2q> 15� and
calibrated with silver behenate when 2q< 15�.

Transmission electron microscopy (TEM) studies were
conducted using a JEOL 1200EX II at an accelerating voltage
of 120 kV. Thin slices of block copolymer for TEM observa-
tion were obtained using a Reicher Ultracut S (Leica) cryo-
microtome at �120 �C. The thin film thickness was around
100 nm. Phase contrast was obtained by staining in vapor of
a 3% RuO4 water solution for 20 min. The PEO phase was
stained, since it was more easily oxidized than the PI phase.

Atomic Force Microscopy (AFM, Digital Instrument Nano-
scope IIIa) was used to examine the surface topology of the
thin film treated as described before [14,15]. A 100 mm scanner
was selected and a tapping mode was used to obtain both height
and phase images. The scanning frequency was controlled
within 0.2e0.5 Hz for the low magnification images. The data
were collected with a 512� 512 pixel per image resolution.

The NMR measurements were performed on a Chemagnetics
CMX-300 spectrometer in which the Larmor frequencies of 7Li
and 19F are 116.9 and 283.2 MHz, respectively. Variable tem-
perature spectral linewidths, spin-lattice relaxation times (T1)
and self-diffusion coefficients were investigated. Measure-
ments were made using 0.5e1.0 g samples which were loaded
and packed into flame-sealed 5-mm Pyrex tubes in a very low
humidity (<1 ppm) dry-box (VAC). Self-diffusion coefficients
were obtained by the NMR Pulse Gradient Spin-Echo tech-
nique [16], which uses the Hahn spin-echo pulse sequence
(p/2etep), with typical p/2 pulse width of 5 ms for 7Li and
11 ms for 19F, on a Nalorac Z-Spec gradient probe. For a dif-
fusing spin in the presence of a magnetic field, the application
of square-shaped magnetic field gradient pulses of magnitude g
results in the attenuation of the echo amplitude A, represented
by: A(G)¼ exp[�g2G2Dd2(D� (d/3))], where D is the self-
diffusion coefficient for a range of gradient strengths G
from 0.2 to 1.2 T/m, g is the nuclear gyromagnetic ratio, D is
the time interval between two gradient pulses and d is the dura-
tion of the single gradient pulse. For the polymer electrolytes
Scheme 1. PIePEO block copolymer structure and T-shaped imide rod conformation of computer simulation.
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investigated, the experimental parameters D and d, given in ms,
ranged from 45 to 100 and 15 to 25, respectively, for 7Li, and
from 25 to 35 and 4 to 5, respectively, for 19F. Uncertainties
in self-diffusion measurements are about 3e5%. NMR spectra
were obtained by transforming the resulting free induction
decay (FID) of a single p/2 pulse sequence or a solid echo
(p/2xetep/2y) pulse sequence. Spin-lattice relaxation times,
T1, were obtained by inversion recovery. Uncertainties in T1

determinations were about 3%. The sample was allowed to
equilibrate for 20e25 min between temperature changes.

3. Results and discussion

3.1. Crystallinity and phase separation of un-doped PIePEO

The solution self-assembled phase behavior of the un-
doped PIePEO has been examined with SAXS at room tem-
perature as shown in Fig. 1. A diffraction scattering halo with

Fig. 1. High-resolution synchrotron SAXS pattern.
a d spacing of 13 nm is observed, indicating that a microphase
separation occurred when the PIePEO polymer was cast from
solution in N-methylpyrrolidinone (NMP). It is known that the
phase behavior of a bulk block copolymer actually depends on
three physical events, which compete with each other or over-
ride one another in forming the final phase and crystalline
morphologies in amorphousecrystalline block copolymers.
These events are the microphase separation of the block co-
polymers at TODT (orderedisorder transition), the crystalliza-
tion of the crystallizable blocks at Tc

c, and the vitrification of
the amorphous blocks at Tg

a. To form a microphase separated
structure, TODT should be larger than Tg

a. Since TMA experi-
mental results have shown that the Tg

a of PI is above 200 �C
and the TODT is in the range of 80e110�, it can safely be
said that the microphase separation of this PIePEO material
is occurring in solution rather than in the bulk state. Direct
evidence is provided by AFM phase (right) and height (left)
images in Fig. 2. In the phase image, some lamellar structures
stack on top of the others, while some align edge to edge. The
lamellar thickness measured from the height image is in the
range from 11 to 15 nm, which is in agreement with the SAXS
experiment result. AFM experiments were also performed
below 10 �C (Fig. 3). In the phase image, some PEO crystals
are formed between (region A in Fig. 3) and in (region B in
Fig. 3) the lamellas. In region A, the lamellas are edge on and
expanded by PEO crystals with a dimension of 16 nm. In
region B, actually in one lamella, the PEO crystallized in
the lamella with dimension of 16 nm. To understand how
the molecules self-assemble into this ordered structure, the
molecular conformation of the crystallizable PEO coil and the
amorphous PI rod must be studied.

To investigate the possible effects of the molecular archi-
tecture of PEO on this confined environment, a wide angle
X-ray diffraction (WAXD) experiment has been carried out
at 5 �C. Fig. 4 demonstrates the typical WAXD pattern.
The diffraction rings at 2q¼ 19� come from the (120) plane,
and the ring around 2q¼ 23� is actually multiple diffraction
rings with contributions from diffraction of several crystal
Fig. 2. AFM height (left) and phase (right) images of PIePEO block copolymer at room temperature.
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Fig. 3. AFM height (left) and phase (right) images below 10 �C.
planes. The linear PEO can be fitted into a monoclinic crystal
structure. The unit cell parameters are a¼ 0.805 nm, b¼
1.304 nm, c¼ 1.948 nm and b¼ 125.4� [17]. The repeating
unit in a single chain shows a succession of trans, trans,
gauche (ttg) conformations. The ttg conformation exhibits
a (7/2) helix with D7 symmetry. D7 indicates a dihedral
molecular symmetry and the subscript denotes a sevenfold
screw axis parallel to the molecular axis. Since the period
of the c-axis includes seven repeating units, each repeat-
ing unit possesses a length of 0.278 nm in the crystalline por-
tion. The average chain length, L, is given by the following
equation: L¼ 0.278�Mn/44, where 44 is the molecular
weight of one PEO repeat unit. In our case, the extended

Fig. 4. 2D WAXD pattern. (The first reflection ring is (120) reflection. The

second ring includes the (�130), (032), (�212), (112), (�124) and (004)

reflections.)
PEO chain length is about 12.6 nm with a molecular weight
of 2000.

The computer simulation provides the T-shaped rod length
parameter shown in Scheme 1. The length of the rod in the
main chain is 3.7 nm and the length of the rod in the side chain
is 1.8 nm. By combining the molecular conformation and the
AFM experimental results, a probable microphase separation
model has been provided (Fig. 5). In this model, the T blocks
represent the T-shaped rigid imide rods and the lines represent
the extend PEO chains. Fig. 5a is the side view of the lamellas,
which consist of the main chain polymers. The side chains with
rod and PEO crystals will separate the lamellae. This model
depends on the inter-molecular phase separation between PEO
in side chains and imide rods in the main chain. The top view
of the lamellas is shown in Fig. 5b. The intra-molecular phase
separation between PEO crystals and imide rods will direct the
main chains to form this kind of lamella.

To further examine the lamellar formation of the PEO in
the confined space, isothermal melt crystallization was studied
by cooling the melt rapidly to a designated crystallization tem-
perature (Tc). As the Tc increases, the crystallization exo-
therms shift to higher temperatures and become broad. The
Avrami equation [18], which assumes that the relative degree
of crystallinity (Xt) develops with time t, was used to analyze

Fig. 5. Most probable model (a) lamellar side view and (b) lamellar top view.
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Fig. 7. Plots of log[�ln(1� Xt)] vs. log(t) for isothermal crystallization. (The
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Fig. 6. DSC curves of heat flow vs. time during isothermal crystallization. (The

numbers for the lines represent the crystallization temperatures.)
the isothermal crystallization process of PEO. The develop-
ment of relative crystallization with time for isothermal crys-
tallization from the melt is shown in Fig. 6. The relative
amount of crystallinity that develops at a definite time
decreases with increasing crystallization temperature Tc. The
degree of crystallinity of the PEO block can be also
measured from wide angle X-ray diffraction by resolving the
total intensity curve into three curves representing diffracted
X-ray intensities from amorphous material and (120) crys-
talline planes. The well-known double logarithmic plots
log[�ln(1� Xt)] vs. log(t) are shown in Fig. 7. Each curve
shows an initial linear portion, subsequently tending to level
off. This deviation was considered to be due to the secondary
impingement in the later stage [19]. The Avrami parameter n
for PEO crystals determined from the initial linear portion
in Fig. 7 represents the PEO crystallization mechanism. The
n values at different crystallization temperatures are from
2.85 to 2.88 �C, which indicate that the PEO is crystallized
in a lamellar behavior.

3.2. Lithium doped PIePEO

As previously reported, the PIePEO doped with Li at
a Li:O z 0.05 (the molar ratio of lithium salt over oxygen
of ethylene oxide units) has no crystalline transition as
evidenced by DSC and the Tg increases by 8e10 �C over
that of the un-doped film (�56 �C) [15]. Morphology of the
doped polymer was investigated by AFM tapping model. In
the right phase image of Fig. 8, we observe no crystalline
lamellae as in the un-doped PIePEO copolymer in Fig. 2.
Only phase separation is observed. This is also seen in a
TEM of the sample stained using RuO4 after cutting samples
of a thickness of about 50 nm as shown in Fig. 9. Since
PEO-rich phases are more easily stained, they appear darker
than the PI-rich phase. There is no obvious ordered structure
in the micrograph. Hence, both AFM and TEM results provide
further evidence that the lithium doped block copolymer is in
an amorphous state.
Fig. 8. AFM height (left) and phase (right) images of lithium doped PIePEO block copolymer at room temperature.
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3.3. Transport studies

Early studies of PEO-based electrolytes suggested a crystal-
line phase transport mechanism involving ionic conduction
through the PEO helices [5], however, the vast majority of sub-
sequent investigations have shown that the ion transport occurs
primarily in the amorphous phase [20]. On the other hand, under
certain conditions for comparable compositions, the crystalline
phase cation transport can exceed that of the amorphous phase
[21], and the crystalline phase transport can be significantly
augmented when the polymer is aligned through mechanical
[22] or magnetic means [6]. However, in randomly oriented
systems (as in the present case), it can be assumed that the
amorphous phase transport mechanism is the dominant one.

Arrhenius plots of NMR linewidth, spin-lattice relaxation
(T1), and self-diffusion coefficients (D), corresponding to both
cations and anions (7Li and 19F, respectively), are displayed in
Figs. 10e12, respectively. The cation- and anion-associated
linewidths (Fig. 10) exhibit similar activation energies, sug-
gesting a common factor that influences their dynamical
behavior, i.e. segmental motion of the PEO phase. Spin-lattice
relaxation is most sensitive to motional processes near the
reciprocal angular NMR frequency, in fact more rapid than
those probed by the linewidth measurements. The T1 results
in Fig. 11 revealed different behaviors for the cations and
anions, partly due to the higher 19F resonance frequency as
compared to 7Li, but also attributed to other factors. In par-
ticular, the 7Li T1 exhibits a minimum near 345 K, whereas
the 19F T1 minimum is less apparent due to the limited tem-
perature range at the lower end, but possibly occurring at
around 295 K. Efficient spin-lattice relaxation could in fact
be achieved through rotation of the CF3 group on the anion,
which is independent of translational motion.

Finally, the cation and anion diffusion results in Fig. 12 in-
dicate similar temperature dependencies, again suggesting that
both ionic mobilities are linked to the common mechanism of

Fig. 9. TEM observation of the lithium doped PIePEO block copolymer after

RuO4 staining.
polymer segmental motion in the amorphous phase. The anion
diffusion is significantly higher than the cation diffusion
despite its larger size, consistent with behavior observed
for the vast majority of polyether-based polymer electrolytes,
and again, a consequence of amorphous phase transport
[9,16,20]. In oriented polymer electrolyte systems involving
crystalline phase transport, cation conductivities tend to be
somewhat higher [21,22].

4. Conclusions

In summary, the structural analysis via SAXS and AFM
combined with the molecular conformation determined by
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WAXD and DSC experiments have provided experimental ev-
idence to determine the inter- and intra-molecular phase sepa-
ration of the rod-coil block copolymer from the solution state.
It is clear that the nano-confined environment formed by the
rods will control PEO melting and crystallization behavior,
and most likely helps to maintain an amorphous state for lith-
ium ion conduction in the doped polymers.
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